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UFO footage (1979)

In 1979, some friends and I were messing around with a video camera in a slum area of town that had

largely burned down and never been rebuilt.

The video camera was old, with a heavy, over the shouder separate deck, obsolete even then. We saw

some stuff flying around the buildings. At first we thought they were kites or maybe some radio

controlled toy planes. We never did figure out what they were, but we got some of the stuff on video. It

appeared as if there were two things, one smaller than the other. They moved pretty fast, so we guessed

they were light, like balloons. They would fly away, then come back, for about a half hour.

The tapes and camera ended up forgotten in a pile of junk in the basement.

I just dug out the tapes, which are disintegrating. Unfortunately, I can't get the audio to work, so the

weird noise can't be heard. The old deck functions just well enough to watch a few inches at a time of

the tape. After playing a few seconds, the heads have to be cleaned, and the tape has snapped in a few

places. I'm transferring what survives to digital format, and posting it here for anyone who's interested in

this sort of thing.

I uploaded some more of these, which appear on different pages in this section of the prelinger archive. I

guess I didn't do the upload right or something. Do a search for "UFO". Over the next few days or weeks

I'll upload whatever else I can salvage of the video.

This movie is part of the collection: Prelinger Archive Mashups

Audio/Visual: silent, color
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Reviewer: cosmico -  - February 2, 2012

Subject: Just for fun. Whee!

Amusing enough, fake of course just like all footage of flying saucers, chemtrails, aliens, bigfoot,

ghosts, the Phoenix Flares...er...Lights, etc. Reminiscent of an 8mm film of a rotating decorated
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pieplate on a fishing line. The kind of thing we had fun faking as kids in the 60s, just for fun.

Reviewer: im-ok-and-you----archive - - February 2, 2012

Subject: A fake

A terrible fake

Reviewer: Donfield -  - November 23, 2011

Subject: Believe it or don't

First consumer camcorders didn't appear until 1983. Most video cameras prior to that needed AC

power or battery powerpacks and a tripod, unless a professional news camera was used.

Believability factor is aided due to UFO being behind objects, but the camera movements are too

precise to be following a randomly moving object. My guess is chroma-key is involved. As a quick

insert to a longer film, it might be convincing. Three stars for effort.

Reviewer: knucklsamich -  - January 20, 2011

Subject: Why...

did I waste my time?

Reviewer: james.stewart -  - January 19, 2011

Subject: UFO

Now that's an interesting one.

Reviewer: FutureNews2.0 -  - January 15, 2010

Subject: Vintage UFO hoax

There are so many things that are suspect in these. From the smooth fluid motion of the "heavy

klunky" camera with separate backpack that seems almost like it is on a fluid head tripod. And way the

thing stays PERFECTLY framed in the viewfinder that follows it with magnetic precision without so

much as a wiggle or a bounce or jiggle. The second video is obviously an imposed object the way it

rolls on it's side to exit is just hokey. There is no way ANYONE would see something like this with a

camera, tape it, and then just throw the camera in a junk pile and forget it for a few decades. Nor

would anyone stand there like a rock filming without so much as a breath or step. Any normal human

would be jumping out of their skin.

There is a SINGLE possibility that this is real. IF and ONLY IF said persons were abducted, taken

aboard the craft, analy probed for hours, and then had their memory wiped out by some kind of

memory erasing ray. So is that it? Were you analy probed? And then forgot about it?

I still have to give it a 3 because it is short and didn't waste too much of my life, and it is interesting in

design, and the story behind it took a few min to come up with. But I still think you were analy probed.

>;o)

Reviewer: JOHN WILLIAM PATRICK MCLEAN -  - October 8, 2009

Subject: COOL!

I don't know... I think it's fun to watch. I wish there was sound too... mebbe I'll add some

Reviewer: Comm0 -  - June 1, 2008

Subject: Spilt Coffee

I would give it 1-star but the flip-over during departure was a nice touch...

Reviewer: drsivana99 -  - December 27, 2006

Subject: watch out

Oooo, you better not mess with these guys! One of 'em's got 50k of equipment! I am way impressed!

Reviewer: Harty -  - December 27, 2006

Subject: fake

Clearly a fair ground ride clear cut and put into the sky. Junk video - waste of bandwith and storage

space.

Reviewer: momgoose -  - May 10, 2006

Subject: Obliging Aliens

Isn't that handy? The UFO (and small auxillery UFOling) pop up nicely framed in one window, give a

cool spinning effect, and then swoop over to the next window.

It rises well behind the shorter white building, about as high as (perspective-wise) the top of the brick

building. Then, apparantly employing Magic Alien Technology, is now defying perspective and is inside

the brick building.

If it was a large as a pie plate, as it appears to be in the second window shot, it should be much

smaller visually in the first shots, because it is rising behind the white building.

I like the sticks on top, they let you know it's spinning. It also reminds me of an old store sign.
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It's a good job, but it can be done better! I give it a three for fun and for the "make you think" factor.

Reviewer: DaedalusToo -  - May 9, 2006

Subject: UFO footage (1979)

Well we will just find out if it is real or not.

I have over 50k of hardware And the same in software setting here that I do Audio and Video with.

And this is one of the Jobs that I do, authenticate film,or video and films for the authorities, and for the

paranormal radio and tv shows .

And to let some know , lately a lot of the video that has been tested is real. About 30% that is. If you

have the equipment it is not hard to tell a fake from the real thing. With the right software you can take

a video or film apart and see the layers or the overlays that they use to do the fake. The ones done

with a computer and software are the easiest to catch. I will let you know in a day or so!

Reviewer: Bolexman -  - April 17, 2006

Subject: FAKE FAKE

If I could give this fake video a lower rating I would. a total joke

Reviewer: Max Grody -  - April 16, 2006

Subject: Oh look! Lady Lane's Library upside down with baby!

So, if you are in a slum town, just randomly filming a building and then notice a UFO rise above the

building, what do you do??

You stand there as it goes behind a building, hoping it appears in a window.... sheesh. Obviously 3D

fakery, and not even fun.

Reviewer: Whatsbetter -  - January 11, 2006

Subject: FAKE

Is a fake!

For a TRUE ufo see:

http://www.archive.org/details/IncredibileOggettoVolanteNonIdentificato

Reviewer: tralfaz333 -  - January 6, 2006

Subject: Fako

A terrible fake, this guy is good enough to do MUCH better!
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